Abstract-High throughput omics profiling technologies enable comprehensive and accurate measurement of plant physiology. However, currently, most high-throughput results are only used for discovery of individual significantly changed genes. High-level coordination of physiological mechanisms is rarely discovered from omics results. This is because of the lack of a powerful tool that can interpret the physiological impacts of an observed omics change. This work presents the gene set linkage analysis (GSLA) tool for rice, which uses a functional interaction network to extend the functional impacts of observed individual gene changes and to finally obtain insights on the potential physiological impacts of an observed omics change. The GSLA service for rice is freely available at http://service.synergylab.info/gsla/faces/gsla_rice.xhtml.
INTRODUCTION
Rice (Oryza sative) is one of the most important crops and extensively studied model plants across the world [1] . Therefore, how to improve the economical traits of rice, such as the resistance to plant disease and inset pest, tolerance to salinity and drought, and detoxification of herbicide, become the primary subject in this field. With the help of highthroughput technologies, there are plenty of studies that measured rice genomes [2, 3] , transcriptomes [4] , proteomes [5] with the aim to discover genes or biological processes that are relevant to improving these economical traits. When studied at the individual gene level, diversities between different rice lines that are pooled in one study may lead to noise and difficulty in data analysis. Therefore, a robust and effective analysis tool for rice omics is desired to decipher the overall physiological changes from omics data.
Many tools have emerged for omics data analysis. Among these tools, some are widely used, such as GSEA [6] , David [7] and Enrichr [8] . These tools are based on the annotation enrichment strategy. They use well-defined biological concepts to annotate the collective functions of multiple observed changes in the omics data. However, when the observation (i.e. the actual biological process) cannot be accurately described by an existing concept, these tools tend to report no biological process or very general biological processes, which do not help researchers to understand the data or to suggest directions for further investigation. On the other hand, innovative research tends to explore previously uncharted areas of life mechanisms, where there were no established concepts to accurately describe the observed changes.
To meet this challenge, we developed the gene set linkage analysis (GSLA) method [9] , which relies on a functional association network to evaluate whether observed omics changes will collectively interfere with functions of known biological processes. Even when an omics change itself cannot be accurately described by an existing concept, its functional impacts may still be described by well-established concepts. In 2013, we published the GSLA algorithm with an implementation for analyzing human omics data [9] . This tool has shown improved analytical capability to anticipate the functional impacts of observed omics changes. For example, GSLA has been shown capable of distinguishing the lovastatinsensitive and insensitive cell lines based on their transcriptome changes measured before the onset of apoptosis, as well as identifying a key therapeutic impact that stem cells exert to rescue fulminant hepatic failure in pigs. In these applications, traditional annotation enrichment-based tools did not provide similar insights.
To facilitate the analysis of potential physiological impacts of observed omics changes, we deployed an online GSLA web service for Oryza sativia with a built-in rice functional interactome. This web service can be freely accessed on the website http://service.synergylab.info/gsla/faces/gsla_rice.xhtml.
II. METHOD

A. Funcitonal Linkage Analysis
GSLA uses two hypotheses to measure the strength and biological significance of functional linkages between two gene sets, i.e., one with observed omics changes and the other with well-defined biological processes. The first hypothesis (Q1) expects that interactions between two functionally linked gene sets are tighter than two random gene sets. The second hypothesis (Q2) expects that interactions between two functionally linked gene sets observed in the biologically correct interactome is higher than interactions observed in random interactomes consisting of the same genes and same topology. Q1 is designed to measure if the functional linkages between two gene sets are strong enough to make them affect each other, while Q2 ensures the biological significance of these functional linkages. These two hypotheses are connected to each other, and both of them ensure the sensitivity and specificity of GSLA.
B. Method for Calculating DENSITY and P Value
Formulae for calculating the density and P value are shown in Figure I . Figure I . Density is calculated as the number of interactions divided by the number of genes in gene set A and gene set B. To calculate P value, first, as shown in Figure II , a randomized interaction network is generated from the origin interaction network by replacing a gene with the other one which has the same number of edges (e.g., replacing gene A with gene X, Figure II) . Second, count the number of interactions between two gene sets in the randomized network. Third, repeat the second step for 100,000 times, and count how many times the number of interactions between two gene sets in the randomized network is higher than that in the original interaction network. P value is computed as this number divided by 100,000.
A, B
Gene set A and gene set B. IntNum AB The number of interactions between gene set A and B in the real interactome. Size A , Size B The number of genes of gene set A and B.
The number of interactions between gene set A and B in the random interactome. Count 100000 The times of IntNum A'B' > IntNum AB when generating 100000 times of random interactomes.
FIGURE I. FORMULAE FOR CALCULATING DENSITY AND P VALUE FIGURE II. SCHEME FOR GENERATING A RANDOMIZED INTERACITON NETWORK
C. Reference Data
For the deployment of GSLA, a functional interactome and annotation gene sets are needed. Here we used a probabilistic functional gene network: RiceNet [10] , with 1,518,212 interactions that can cover 70.1% of coding genes. Functional gene sets are collected from GO [11] and RGAP [12] .
To profile phenotype changes from omics data, we suggest to use the most significantly changed 20-200 genes, e.g., the top 20-200 changed genes from transcriptome analysis. In the core algorithm of GSLA, each gene has the same weight. Too few genes will miss some important functional linkages while excessive genes will bring in too much noise. After multiple tests of using different number of genes, we found that a gene set consisting of 20-200 genes may best represent an omics change for use in GSLA.
III. RESULT
The main GSLA web interface is shown in Figure III .
Steps of using GSLA to annotate a query gene set are as follows:
a. Select a functional gene set for annotation ( Figure III, A); b. Set the cutoff value of density and P value, and provide an email address ( Figure III, Figure III When the computation is finished, the results will be sent to the provided email address automatically.
Figure IV is an example of GSLA analysis result file. The top 9 lines are parameters set by users, including cutoff (density and P value), functional gene set, species and interaction network. Lines starting with "#GSLA" are sub-job IDs. Content between two sub-job IDs is the analysis result for the query gene set, which includes a description line (starting with "#") and the functionally linked gene sets. Each line shows a functionally linked gene set, which provides the following information. 
FORMAT OF GSLA ANALYSIS RESULT
• Column 1 (Term): ID of this functional gene set, such as "GO:0006421";
• Column 2 (Description): description or biological definition of this functional gene set;
• Column 3 (P value): biological significance of functional linkages between two gene sets.
• Column 4 (Density): strength of functional linkages between two gene sets.
• Column 5 (Interaction number): number of interactions between two gene sets.
• Column 6 (Term size): number of genes in this functional gene set.
• Column 7 (Overlap gene number): number of genes shared by the query gene set and the functional gene set.
• Column 8 (Overlap genes): shared genes between the two gene sets. For example, if geneA and geneB both exist in the query gene set and the functional gene set, it will be shown as: geneA|geneB.
• Column 9 (Interactions): interactions between the two gene sets. For example, if there are two pairs of interactions between the query gene set and the functional gene set: geneA interacting with geneB, geneC interacting with geneD, they will be shown as: geneA-geneB|geneC-geneD.
IV. CONCLUSION
We deployed an online GSLA web service for Oryza sativia. It may facilitate omics analysis, providing valuable research clues at the biological process-level.
